
TRANSPORTATION IN LOS ANGELES  
 

 
 
So you’re going out to LA, and you need a way to get around. You’ve probably heard that Los 

Angeles is a sprawling metropolis known for its heavy traffic, long commute times, and extensive 
network of freeways. The LA Study Away Program strongly recommends that students have access to 
a car in LA, as this will make getting around the city much easier for you (and some internships will 
require that you have a car.)  However, some intrepid students have navigated their semester in LA 
via the bus, subway, and occasional cab/Uber/Lyft rides.  Keep in mind that students live at the 
Oakwood Apartments in the Burbank/Toluca Lake area, and that classes are held at Raleigh Studios 
in Hollywood (approximately 20-30 minutes by car). Your internships may be anywhere in the greater 
Los Angeles area, and you might need to run errands as part of your duties.  So, you may be covering 
quite a bit of ground over the course of a day or week. 
 
Below are some details about the various options available to you. You should carefully consider your 
transportation needs in relation to your internship choice, your daily commute, your budget, and your 
level of experience with driving. Your transportation plan should not consist of relying on other 
students or roommates for rides, as everyone has different class and internship schedules. 
 
 
 
YOUR OWN CAR 
 
Driving 
 
Some students, particularly those who know that they will permanently relocate to LA after the 
program ends, choose to drive their own cars cross-country. If you decide to do this, make sure that 
you: 

• Have your car serviced well in advance. 
• Factor in the time and cost it will take you to make the trip, as well as the condition of your 

vehicle and seasonal driving conditions.  
• Check in with other students to see if they are driving as well. 
• Consider getting AAA coverage 
• Gas is approximately $150 to drive across country 

 
 
Shipping 
 
Some students have also flown out to LA and had their car shipped to them one-way. If you think you 
want to have your own car in LA, make sure to investigate the various options and costs, and plan 
ahead.   

• When you contact a company about shipping your car, you are likely speaking with a broker. 
• The broker will need to know the make/model/year of your car, the dates you are looking to 

have the vehicle shipped, and when you want it to arrive. 
• The broker will then post your request and trucking companies will bid for your business. 
• The more flexible you are, the more likely you are to find a deal  
• You will likely receive multiple offers. 
• Shipping takes between 7-10 days 
• Cost ranges from $850-$1,200 
• Be sure to ask about hidden costs including gas, tolls, broker fees and deposits. 



 

CAR RENTAL 
 

Temple University has a corporate account with Enterprise Rent-A-Car that allows students to rent 
cars, even if you are under the age of 25. (You can definitely check out other companies, but we have 
found Enterprise to be the cheapest. Please see the flyer on our resources page). Though the cost 
may be a bit expensive, it will ultimately serve you in the long run to have immediate access to a car 
at all times.  

 
Logistics of renting: 
  

• BRANCH LOCATION - If you go to the Enterprise website directly, you will see estimated 
costs for renting a car in Los Angeles. However, these rates fluctuate with dates and vehicle 
availability, and don’t take into account Temple’s corporate rates with Enterprise.   It is 
important to note that the LA Study Away Program works with the Studio City branch of 
Enterprise that is close to Oakwood (11575 Ventura Blvd, tel. 818-762-0225), and they can 
pick you up and drop you off at Oakwood to facilitate your rental. Also note that it is much 
more expensive (up to 20%) to rent directly from the airport, due to airport taxes and fees.  
So, you should plan to travel via SuperShuttle or cab from the airport to Oakwood or 
Enterprise, and then pick up your car.  A group shuttle is usually organized to take students to 
pick up their cars immediately after the LA orientation.  Note that this branch has limited 
Saturday hours and is closed on Sundays, so make sure you factor this into your plans. 
 

• RATE QUOTES - In order to get an accurate quote for the dates of your program based on 
your age, your insurance situation, and the type of car you want to rent, you should contact 
the Studio City branch at 818-762-0225 and provide the Temple University discount code 
32W4650.  Ideally, you should reserve your car at least 1 week prior to your arrival in LA. 

 
• SURCHARGES FOR UNDERAGE DRIVERS – While many car rental companies will not rent 

to people under age 25, Enterprise will, but a daily surcharge is assessed based on the age of 
the renter.  ($10 for ages 18-20, and $5 for ages 21-24). Here is how the charges break down 
for two sample semesters.  These rates are for the cheapest car type (Economy), and are 
added to the base rate of approximately $36/day, $187/week, or $545/month.  Keep in mind 
that insurance is a separate cost, and will vary with your own policy terms or any additional 
elective coverage. 
 
Spring 2017 
Monday, January 16 – Saturday, May 6 (approx. 14 weeks) 
Rates for economy car 
Ages 18-20  -  $3,592 total  ($286 weekly) 
Rate above includes additional surcharge of $10/day, and renters ages 18-20 must carry 
transferable full coverage.   
Ages 21-24 -  $2993 total ($247 weekly)  
Rate above includes additional surcharge of $5/day 
Ages 25+ – $2393 total ($209 weekly) 
If you are age 25 or over there is no daily surcharge. 
 
Summer 2017 
Saturday, May 20th – Saturday, August 5 (approx. 11 weeks) 
Rates for economy car 
Ages 18-20 - $2,535 total ($286 weekly) 
Rate above includes additional surcharge of $10/day, and renters ages 18-20 must carry 
transferable full coverage.   



 

Ages 21-24 - $2,115 total ($247 weekly) 
Rate above includes additional surcharge of $5/day 
Ages 25+ - $1695 total ($209 weekly) 
If you are age 25 or over there is no daily surcharge. 
 

● SHARING A RENTAL CAR IS NOT POSSIBLE - Enterprise prohibits multiple drivers under 
25 on the same contract.  
 

● CARPOOLING - You might be able to carpool with your friends or roommates sometimes, but 
keep in mind that they have to pay for their rentals, so don’t be a freeloader!  Offer to chip in 
for gas/rental costs if you regularly ride along with someone else for errands, classes, or trips. 
 

● PARKING - Parking is included at the Oakwood Apartments and at Raleigh Studios where you 
take classes. It is typically included at your internship as well, although sometimes you may be 
expected to park on the street, so pay attention to parking signs to avoid hefty parking tickets. 

 
● RENTING AND YOUR INTERNSHIP - Having a car at your disposal will make your life in LA 

infinitely easier, especially when getting to your internship. (See the separate Commute Times 
sheet).   

○ You will learn more about how traffic works in LA by having a car, which is definitely 
beneficial if you intend to stay.  

○ Internships may have you go on various runs for them. Whether to drop off/pick up 
packages at other companies/agencies, or even to pick up coffee (hopefully that’s not 
too often), having your own car will make those errands significantly easier.  

 
● RENTING AND OTHER TRAVEL -  Even though you’ll be paying for the rental even on days 

when you don’t have internships or classes, having your own car gives you the freedom to run 
errands to Target or the grocery store, go to special events and screenings at night, explore 
LA, and take road trips out of town.   

○ Make the most out of your days off to check out the LA Area.  
■ Beaches, hiking, nearby towns, screenings… 

○ Use your wheels and time to EXPLORE  
■ Road trips to San Diego, San Francisco, Phoenix, AZ… (Always notify 

someone of your travel). 
 
Potential drawbacks of renting: 
 

● It is undoubtedly expensive and you will need to plan accordingly. That said, about 95% of 
students rent a car. 

● In addition to the cost of the car, you’ll have to cover gas as well, which is more expensive in 
LA than in Pennsylvania.  

● You run the risk of incurring your own speeding and parking tickets, but no more or less than 
you would be at home. Note that LA is serious about ticketing for using a phone while driving. 

● You run the risk of having an accident while driving a rental car in LA, just as you would in your 
own car, so you should ensure that you have the insurance coverage you need at the time of 
the rental.  It is strongly suggested that you also have uninsured motorists coverage if this 
option is available to you. Additionally, you should never let anyone else borrow your rental 
car, as they will not be covered in the case of an accident. 

 
 
  



 

UBER/LYFT 
 
In recent years, an alternative option has emerged that has worked out well for some students. If your 
old beat-up car that you’ve had since high school won’t make the cross-country trip, or you don’t have 
a driver’s license or the possibility to rent a car, an app taxi service might be your answer. 
 
Using Uber/Lyft: 
  

● We don’t know exactly where your internship will be, but for this guide we’ll be using an 
internship in Santa Monica as an example.  Santa Monica is a very long commute, especially 
in rush hour, so if your internship is closer to Oakwood (i.e., in Burbank or Hollywood), the 
distance and cost should be less than the estimates below. 

● An Uber/Lyft between Oakwood and an internship in Santa Monica is about $60 round trip.  
○ If you have your internship 3 days a week in the Fall/Spring, that’s about $60 a day, 

$180 a week, and $2,520 for the semester. 
○ If you have your internship 4 days a week during the Summer, that’s about $60 a day, 

$240 a week, and $2,640 for the summer. 
○ This can vary based on surge pricing, time of day, traffic, whether or not you share the 

ride with another person, etc. 
○ If you’re willing to leave earlier, UberPool would decrease the cost of that commute 

significantly. Although it can occasionally be unreliable, it’s definitely worth looking into.  
● When you use Uber/Lyft, you’re only paying for a car when you need it. Because you won’t 

have to go to your internship every day, you don’t need a car every day.   
● You will not have the additional cost of gas, and won’t have to worry about parking. 
● If you are not an experienced driver or are fearful of driving on freeways, you may feel safer 

taking Uber and Lyft rides, at least at first. 
● Uber/Lyft are not as convenient or practical for exploring beyond the city and beyond, as it 

gets expensive.  
 
Potential drawbacks to Uber and Lyft: 
 

● As appealing as this potentially cheaper option sounds, there are significant drawbacks too: 
○ Your internship may be too far from where you live to use Uber/Lyft. 
○ You still have to get to and from Raleigh Studios for your evening classes, and you will 

be arriving there during rush hour, since classes begin at 6 or 7PM. 
○ You won’t be able to be as spontaneous - you’re always going to need to order your 

car a few minutes in advance, and if a price surge is happening, you’ll either need to 
wait or walk to an area without a price surge. 

○ You can’t really go anywhere with your friends if none of you have cars, unless you 
want to order a larger - and more expensive - car. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
 
Taking public transit in LA is doable as long as you remember one thing: TIME MANAGEMENT. 
If your destination is 20 minutes away, expect to add 30-60 minutes to that. 

   
 Logistics of public transportation: 

 

● A one-ride base fare is $1.75 for the bus or the metro (subway), and you can pay cash, or 
purchase a TAP card in advance. A TAP card is a plastic card with a smart chip that you can 
add money to. You can purchase it online, on the phone, or in person at various locations, 
and you can load money onto it as needed.  You can purchase daily, weekly, and monthly 
passes as well. See this FAQ page for more information:  https://www.taptogo.net/TAPFAQ 
 

● Bus and Metro fares: 
○ A day pass is $7  
○ A 7-day pass is $25 (this pass is for 7 consecutive days) 
○ A monthly pass is $100, but only use this if you are at your internship 5 days a week. 

  
NOTE: On average, students spend about $40-$60 a week on gas, depending on how far they have 
to commute, which can total around $200 a month—in addition to the cost of rentals.  

 
 

Public transportation and other travel: 
 

● Shopping can be a little tricky if you’re bringing your stuff home on the bus, not to mention time 
consuming. If you do this in Philly already and are game, go for it! 

● Ask friends for a lift to the store (but give them a few bucks)  
● Exploring will be trickier, but it’s always fun to road trip in groups, so plan together! 

 
 
Benefits of Public Transportation: 
 

● You don’t have to drive in traffic 
○ LA is known for its outrageous traffic, and in some cases, a drive that takes 30 minutes 

in no traffic can take up to 2 hours in heavy traffic. 
○ By taking public transit, you avoid the freeways (101, 405) that usually cause these 

traffic jams. 
● You MEET people 

○ Just because you take public transit does not mean that you are poor, it just means 
that you want to save money. 

○ You never know who could be on a bus or metro--an executive, an actor, a casting 
director, a producer, you name it! 

 
 
 

 



 

SPECIFIC TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION 
 
Bus 222 
  
From the Oakwood Apartments, the main bus to take is the 222, which will take you in the 
direction of Hollywood or the Burbank studios. These stops are located outside of the main 
gate of Oakwood. If your apartment is near the South Clubhouse (close to the main entrance) 
then it shouldn’t take you more than 5 minutes to walk to the bus stop. If your apartment is 
near the North Clubhouse (the back end of the apartment complex), you should allow 10 
minutes to get from your apartment to the bus stop. 
  
The bus comes every 40 minutes during the weekdays and every hour on the weekends for 
each direction (towards Hollywood/Highland for the Hollywood area, and towards Forest Lawn 
Drive for Burbank).  Here is the link to the bus schedule for 222: 
http://media.metro.net/riding_metro/bus_overview/images/222.pdf 
  
NOTE: The Media Metro site also lists other bus routes in the California area. 
  
Bus 4 
  
This bus goes to West Hollywood. If your internships are in Santa Monica or Culver City, this is 
the bus that you need to depend on. 
  
To get to this bus, you have to take the 222 in the direction of Hollywood/Highland and get off 
at Highland. You then walk south to Santa Monica Blvd. (that will take about 10 to 15 minutes).  
There are two bus stops there; one on each side of the street for each direction, but the 
common one to take will be located across the street from Walgreens. Bus #4 goes towards 
majority of the media companies located in Culver City and Santa Monica. This bus comes 
every 10 to 15 minutes. 
 
Metro Red Line 
  
The Metro can be used to get to some of the major neighborhoods and attractions in Los 
Angeles (downtown LA, North Hollywood, Hollywood and Highland, Universal City Walk, 
Wilshire Blvd., etc.) Taking the metro is similar to take the subway in Philadelphia and is 
actually a lot faster than the bus depending on where you are going.  In 2016, the metro 
opened a new line that goes all the way to Santa Monica! 
  
In order to get to the closest metro from the Oakwood, you have to take the 222 to Universal 
City or Hollywood Blvd. 
  
If you are going towards Hollywood and Highland by bus, there are two metro stops that you 
can get off at to connect with the red line: the Hollywood and Vine stop or the Hollywood and 
Highland stop. 
  



 

If you are going in the direction of Forest Lawn/Burbank, the closest metro is located at 
Universal City.  Some people drive to the metro stations, and leave their cars there so they 
can take the metro routes to avoid heavy traffic in the mornings and evenings.  It is also nice to 
take the metro to congested areas such as Hollywood and Highland or downtown where 
parking is limited and/or expensive.  To park your car in the metro lot for the day ranges from 
$10 to $20 depending on which one you go to. 
  
The subway comes every ten minutes. 
 
There are refilling stations for the TAP card at the Hollywood and Vine station and the 
Universal City station. 
 
Metro Purple Line 
  
If your internship is located on Wilshire Blvd. or in Beverly Hills, this is the line that you should 
be familiar with. 
  
To get on this line, you have to take the 222 from Oakwood to Hollywood Blvd, and then take 
the Metro Red Line to the Metro Purple Line.   
  
Take the Metro Red Line toward the Purple Line, then once you are on the Purple Line, take it 
towards Wilshire Blvd. 
  
The subway comes every ten minutes. 
  
Metro Blue Line 
  
If you need to go downtown, this is the route that you take.  Take the red line towards 
downtown, then switch to the blue line at Union Station in the direction of the Staples Center.  
The blue line actually goes all the way to Long Beach, mostly above ground, if you are in the 
mood for an adventure that takes you through the grittier neighborhoods of South LA. 
(Daytime travel recommended). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The LAX Flyaway Bus 
  
www.lawa.org/flyaway 
 
The LAX Flyaway buses run between LAX and several different locations in LA: Hollywood, 
Van Nuys, Union Station (downtown), and Westwood (West LA/UCLA). When you first get to 
LA with a bunch of luggage, it makes more sense to take the SuperShuttle for about $28, 
since it will take you directly from LAX to Oakwood without having to change to the metro and 
bus. However, if you wind up needing to travel to LAX during your time here, or you have 
friends come to visit you, this is a good option to be aware of.  The easiest way to take 
advantage of it is to have someone drop you off at the nearest metro station, then take the 
flyaway bus from Union Station or the Hollywood location to LAX. The buses are comfortable, 
air-conditioned and modern, and much more relaxing in rush hour than driving. 
 
 
 

NOTES AND TIPS 
  
WARNING: To get into the Metro stations, you have to tap your card; however, there are no 
barricades that you go through after you put tokens in like in the Philadelphia stations. This 
makes it easy for people to just walk through without paying. DO NOT DO IT! You can get 
fined up to $250 if you do not pay for your fare. Just know that someone is always watching.  
  
NOTE: LA traffic is heaviest between 7am-10am in the mornings and 4-8pm during the 
evenings. Knowing this, you should ALWAYS leave a cushion of extra time just in case you 
run into traffic. This applies to bus routes and driving only; the metro routes are not affected by 
street traffic. 
  
ALSO, plan your transportation schedule so that you can arrive at least 30 minutes before your 
internship starts. 
  
PHONE USERS: There is an app called ‘Metro App’ that will allow you to pull up bus routes 
and schedules on your phone. Another great thing about the app is that it tells you how far 
away the bus is. This app can be downloaded for free on iPhones and Androids. 
  
Having a car does make life easier, but if you are on a tight budget and can find an internship 
that doesn’t require runs or long drives to set, taking public transportation is a viable 
alternative if you are organized and motivated to make it work. 
 

 
 


